TRANSCENDING UNIVERSAL TIME, 7 Writings - DEC 2018
Artwork by Sean Caulfield, inspired by ancient San Rock Art.
7 Writings about the consciousness of Ancient CREATION in our Modern World.
Transcending perspectives reflective of the ANCIENT Mayan calendar, and
understanding the changes of the Evolution of TIME.... Sacredly channelled infomration
from the LIGHT of the memory of Time.
Writing No 1
COSMIC LIGHT ACTIVATION, entering the 80th Day of the NINTH WAVE, 21st Dec 2018,
11-Baatz/Monkey...
According to the consciousness of Earth's evolution - understood to be reflected in the
Divine calendars of the Maya - the new rising SUN of the 11th Day is activating deeper
and deeper insight for higher and higher understandings of the processes of Creation.
THE HEART BEAT OF THE NINTH WAVE OF CREATION is the highest wave frequency
of COSMIC LIGHT, in the physical dimension humanity holds this LIGHT in their Mind
and body, thus our Minds THOUGHT & ACTION IS KEY TO OUR FUTURE ON "NEW
EARTH", how we treat the Earth is how we treat ourselves, only the immature duality of
the mind divides and separates our heart from this truth.
According to the Mayan calendar the NINTH WAVE reached a state of full maturity in
October 2011, slowly but surely this maturity that is of the Source LIGHT of the "Creator
of Time", is transcending all Nine Levels through 13-Ahau/Sun, meaning that everything
is limitlessly being pulled to live through the FIRE OF TRUTH, all that is not centered in
truth will inevitably reveal what is hidden in its shadow, to survive it will have to show
itself for what it is. All that is gripped by the immature duality of the past is challenged
until we start to surrender and transcend the imprints of the duality on the mind, and
trust OURSELF to live centered in the hearts FIRE OF TIMELESSNESS.
On highest level, the new fully mature overriding pulse of Creations Heart Beat, that is
TRANSCENDING UNIVERSAL TIME, can be understood to be in resonance with the heart
beat of the NINTH WAVE Light Frequency, this is the new flawless COSMIC LIGHT
intention of the CREATOR that is taking over the reins, it is the "the universal
frequency" - www.theuniversalfrequency.com of infinite Co-Creation that is now fully
able to create Creation to live in total truth to itself in the physical dimension. By the
CREATOR of the Infinite Universe Earth is being DIVINELY created as a
multidimensional portal of Cosmic Light, the completion of this process that we on
Earth are all going through now will awaken our mind to the ONE HEART DREAM of
Creation, creating Earth as a PORTAL OF UNIVERSAL PEACE for the multidimentional
Universe. Transcending Universal Time means to live without limits, and free the mind
by letting go the weight of the immature Duality of the past.
On 21 December 2018 a new "Beat of the Heart" of the Ninth Wave is activated from the
Great Mystery that shines the COSMIC STAR LIGHT of Creation, this starts to
mysteriously pulse itself in a new 36 day Zig Zag period of the Ninth Wave of Time.

The Zig Zag motion of the pulse is 18 days of LIGHT and 18 days of DARK. To the Maya
and Aztec and the keepers of the understandings of Cosmic Time the Zig Zag is
understood as the SERPENTS movements to create Time. Hence, the Serpent is the
Creator of Time and the ONE Source LIGHT Creator of Creation.
In the Light phase the energies go through a peak and in the Dark phase the energies go
through a valley.
Hence, the Sun shines for 18 days in the peak and for 18 days the Sun is in the shadow
of consciousness, in the valley.
In the "PEAK" phase the GLOBAL MIND is stimulated by new LIGHT information,
awareness is attracted by this Light to look outwards and see the NEW, consciousness
on the highest level becomes stimulated with new understandings, life may be more
intense and in the mainstream things might be more amplified, new things are
experienced, new perspectives are gained, the Cosmic TREE grows in a new direction.
In the "VALLEY" phase, because of being in the shadow or dark the MIND looks inwards,
consciousness on the highest level processes the new awareness of the external,
internally, this is a Time of rest, inner reflection and healing. The Dream of Time
processes and applies itself to the new direction.
Each 36 day HEART BEAT of the Ninth Wave is 4 periods of 9 days each, these can be
seen to align to the Cosmic Medicine Wheel of life, each 9 Days aligns to one of the
cardinal directions of the Universe, in different cultures each direction has meaning,
each direction is a different archetypal Light-Force of healing, in the Native American
traditions the Medicine Wheel is a healing tool for the spirit, restoring balance for the
SOUL.
This same motion of Creations Zig Zag of time unfolds as a Heart Beat on each of the
NINE levels of Creations pyramid, each level is ruled by a primordial Deity of Time and
has a specific purpose, the pulse of the HEART BEAT is 20 X smaller from one level to
the next, as Creation moves itself up the pyramid of Time.
On the 8th Level, compared to the 9th Level the Zig Zag is not 36 days, it is 20 X 36 days,
being 720 days. So Zig Zag is 360 days of Light and 360 days of Dark on the wave
movement of the 8th Level or Eighth Wave.
And so on the EIGHTH WAVE we are in 360 days of LIGHT, from 22 September 2018 we
entered a 360 day period of Light, it's the so called 11th Day until next year September
2019. The 8th Wave aligns to the 360 day Tun calendar of the Maya, this ancient
calendar is said to have gone out of use a long time ago and is not used by the modern
Mayan Time Keepers today.
On the SEVEN WAVE we are in the so called 7th Night, we are in the 7th Night on all the
levels from the 7th Level down to the first level, we went into the Night phase from 29
October 2011. Up to 28 October 2011 we were in the 7th Day on all Nine levels of
Creation. By going into the 7th Night Creation is processing itself, cleaning itself of all its
immaturity, healing and growing its LIGHT on the highest level, to transcend the old

duality that destroyed, our purpose if we are to create Heaven on Earth is to align
ourselves to the LIGHT of the CREATOR.
To understand the code of this Divine information of the 9 Level Mayan calendar for
yourself, you can study the work of Dr. Calleman www.calleman.com in his books.
Writing No 2
Understanding the "CHANGE"...
THE LIGHT OF EVOLUTION IS GUIDING THE NEW EARTH TO SPLIT AWAY FROM THE
OLD EARTH...
BECAUSE OF THIS, LIFE ON EARTH IS CHANGING LIKE NEVER BEFORE, the change is
being supported by the Memory of the Codes of the Light of Creation, the Memory of the
Light exist within the Light we are made of and this DIVINE LIGHT is awakening itself to
live in truth to Creations Divine Will, the Ninth Wave of Creation can be understood to
be driven by the CREATOR of the Infinite Universe.
Everything internally exists as a multidimensional reflection of itself externally, in our
center everything exists as a resonance of LOVE, it is up to us how we show it, the mind
governs this. We are a shining Star. The LIGHT we shine reflects back to us who we are.
Everything out there is who we are internally.
Creation on Earth naturally processes herself through the "CHANGE", but because we
humans live with the gift of "free will" we need to choose to process ourselves through
these times of great change, for the process to be smooth and easy we will need to take
responsibility, be accountable and live heart centered.
In the old Earth of DESTRUCTION everything lives in a confused immature state of
mind, it does not process itself because it sees no need to, because it sees the external
world as separate from itself, as we awaken spiritually we start to automatically
understand the external world as a reflection of the internal self, we process ourselves
internally and in so doing we align our LIGHT to Creations natural processing of herself.
In these processes of Creation the SUN LIGHT, THAT HOLDS THE CODED MEMORY OF
EVOLUTION, IS TRANSMUTING THE POISONS THAT STOP OUR GROWTH.
THE KEY IS IN UNDERSTAND THE FORMULA OF THIS UNFOLDING PROCESS OF
"DIVINE CHANGE", affirm to yourself that the Change brings exciting treasure.
We stop our awakening by not processing our stuff, ourselves. Our "stuff" is what the
mind doesn't want to hold internally, it's what is ours but we don't want to be
responsible for it. We would rather be ignorant or unconscious to it. In this way we hold
the poison and do not transmute it, and we hold the pain of time in the HEART. The
poison of the immature duality of the Cosmic Serpent is what we are primarily here on
Earth to transmute and then rise or ascend up the World Tree, this is the ongoing
process of self mastery that we are here to learn by.

The most important information of the memory of the LIGHT of Creation is continually
repeating itself, but each time on a higher level of understanding, this is how Creation
grows its awareness through us, because we are "Creation in Human Form" Roy
Littlesun. Thank you Roy Littlesun for your teachings of the Creators Laws. This video
was at the event, THE ONE HEART CONVERGENCE in Barcelona, in 2016 The spiraling formula of Creation was designed by the Creator to drive the evolution of
consciousness to awaken itself, the Divinely coded formula lives by the gifted process to
transcend the limitation of the duality of the mind, the food we eat and the thoughts we
live with are very important, and you will help yourself on the highest level if your
thought and food is heart centered and sacred.
As we awaken the imprints of duality start to dissolve and our emotional wounds heal,
the heart opens and the LIGHT of Creation enters, old destructive patterns of behavior
are transmuted, we then feel better and ascend in truth to the Light.
SACREDLY, the original intentions of the Creator of Time complete to fruition and
continue in truth to the LIGHT of Creations Will, and a NEW EARTH is born.

Writing No.3
MESSAGE OF THE LIGHT, 10 December 2018, 13-Ahau... Link to this writing on
Facebook
- https://web.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10155841413586899&set=a.1015050006
8301899&type=3&theater
The Slow Process of a CRITICAL SHIFT of time is evolving the MIND into the "AGE OF
THE HEART", 10 Dec 2018 is the end of a 260 day Tzolkin round, being 13-Ahau/Light,
13 completes and ascends in truth to the LIGHT of Creation, its a day of honoring the
Ancestors and the Memory of Time.
The ancient knowledge of the first peoples of earth is what we are becoming wise to,
this is our guide in to living in the AGE OF THE HEART.
According to the Mayan calendar Humanity is moving out of 5000 years of the age of the
MIND in to the the age of the HEART
If you are not walking the red road that opens the door to the AGE OF THE HEART, do
not do the work that leads this, in other words if you are going to lead you need to hold
responsibility on the highest level, you need to do the internal process work on the
highest level, your understanding needs to be on the highest levels, led by the HEART.
When we live true to the heart we are given the courage to ascend via the memory of
our Soul Light. The CRITICAL SHIFTS of time that are divinely interfering, so as to
awaken our LIGHT to its Cosmic Truth, need to be slow and sure for us to process and
be able to cope through these incredible times. The ancient Song and Dance of the San
gives courage from the heart so the soul can transcend the imprints of the duality of the

mind and align to the multidimensional Universe.
The memory of Creation creates TIME, this holds the code that is hidden until you
awaken yourself to it, the Divine Agreement of Creation say to allow it to be seen, but
you have to see it for yourself to understand the message it holds, in this way your inner
Star Light shines and awaken in truth to itself, you activate the dormant memory of the
subconscious mind, and you feel a new sense of inner balance, you might liberate
yourself from feeling like you are a victim. When we do not live true to our heart we
give our Soul away. IT IS NOW TIME TO RECLAIM YOUR SOUL. CREATION IS BIRTHING
A "NEW EARTH" OF LOVE & PEACE.
SEE BEYOND WHAT YOUR MIND TRAPS ITSELF BY...
UNDERSTAND your wisdom, grow your SOUL above all the problems and the TRAP of
the physical dimension, be humble and surrender to the heart, activate your
multidimensional awareness. Let go. Rise above the lower frequencies that feed the
minds need to control. Feel better.
THE CODE FOR YOUR LIFE TO BE AT PEACE WITH ITSELF is complete to the Divine
Plan of Creations sacred will. Only you can understand and see this for yourself, by
processing the inner conflict, you WILL attract inner PEACE for your outer WORLD, you
will learn that by staying true to the heart you reclaim your SOUL from all that
possesses it and that which consumes your LIGHT. Learn how to shine bright. It starts
with excepting full responsibility, you have through choice created everything to
happen the way it has. If you blame the outer world you are separating yourself and
cause an internal dis-ease. The main reason we do this is because we live with a mind
disconnected from the heart of its internal self, the mind represents the outer world and
the heart is the inner world, the NEW EARTH is unifying mind and heart, the prophecy
says when the Condor and Eagle fly together, it will symbolize the heart and mind
unifying as ONE human race without separations, we are at the dawn of this prophesied
time, the door is open, we only need to walk through it, duality gives us the choice, to be
or not to be is the question? It is time to transcend the imprints of duality upon our
emotional bodies LIGHT.
THE SOUL OF LIFE processes what it eats through the collective digestive system of
Earth, in Light of this understanding we have to constantly trust and let go to the
outcome of our choice, but because we are governed by the outer immature reality, we
give our choice away, we loose our Soul, as best I can I choose for myself, and I am
conscious of my choice, I take back my power.
We trust ourselves to put food into our mouth, you chew on it with your teeth, the
upper teeth are Heaven and the lower teeth are Earth, every bite connects Heaven and
Earth "within", you contemplate the taste, you feel the sensation and after a while you
swallow your food, the more you chew the more you connect to the internal LIGHT of
your Creator and the more you SEE yourself and shine your Soul to be in truth to its
destiny. This is the conscious part of eating and LIVING YOUR LIFE, now as you swallow
and digest your body takes over and eats your food and lives your life subconsciously.
Your metabolism digests the food through a process, the healthier the food the better it
is for you. The process of digestion gives your body sustenance from the choices of the

the food you eat, especially from nature, but mostly we eat unnatural already processed
foods. This changes the will of what Creations natural process lives by, our mind is
manipulated and because we are the highest aspects of Creation, we are given "free
will" and we give this away at our expense.
Only a mind that is disconnected from its internal self thinks it is above all else until it
surrenders to the hearts that understands that it is not above anything, it is ONE with
all.
The mind focuses on obstacles because it needs to understand its limitations, it lives
with duality that moves your intentions from side to side until it looks within to the
hearts limitless Light of timeless truth.
The Ancient Knowledge and Wisdom of EARTH is continually birthing "Understandings"
on the highest level! THIS DIVINE WISDOM IS FOR YOUR SOUL, it says to you to see
"things" for yourself. Catch yourself when you are thinking negatively, understand the
consequences of the reactionary self, trust yourself to let go the immature aspects of the
mind, awakening your LIGHT to understanding your Cosmic Truth. 13-Ahau is a day of
completion, at the same we thank and honor the memory of our time on Earth and our
ancestors who lived so we can live, we do our best to ascend in truth to the Will of the
Creator of Creation.
How we treat others is how we treat ourselves, have you noticed that you treat different
people in different ways, but what is actually happening is a different aspect of yourself
is surfacing, another you is coming to reflect life and teach you. In this way we learn
about ourselves internally through our social environment.
It is important to act true to your heart with each other, notice where the mind comes
in, as it wants to take you off course, this is the root cause that disconnects you from
your SOUL, the mind does not have your best interest at heart, it lives on the need to
create external drama, this for some is to much for their heart.
Observe the self, be humble and create a balance, in this way we attract a balance into
our lives and all is well and wise, happy and at peace.
Every action ripples back to create the subconscious effects on us. The subconscious
defines our lives, all the feelings we feel are what ripples back, this is why we may not
understand everything that comes to us. Because we have unconsciously and to our
detriment put things out through our immature actions. The message of the Light says it
is profoundly important to be conscious of our thoughts and actions. The sacred way of
the Red Road path of the Heart will prosper you.
How we treat life, life treats us back, it's the law of attraction created by the Universal
Law of ONENESS, the mind separates us from ONENESS, so it can understand the choice,
it then realizes it's choice has taken it off center and it has to look "within" and do the
internal work on healing the SELF and return itself to live centered and true to the
heart, the courage of the heart helps us cope, we need the heart, the San's Songs return
courage from a cosmic source Light frequency, they have held these vibrations from the
beginnings. This article shares more about the TRANCE DANCE I experienced

- https://www.rockartgallery.com/the-san-trance-dance/
The time we are finishing is the AGE OF THE MIND, the purpose of the Mind is evolving
us to become self aware, but without the heart we will destroy ourselves, we will not
destroy Earth, she has a fail safe setting that will not allow this, what ever we do she will
recover in time, but if we destroy our environment on EARTH we will not have a home
now.
We are now since the shifts of 2011/12 entering the AGE OF THE HEART, the so called
immature effect of the mind is what is causing all the damages of its disconnect to the
heart to be seen for what it has inflicted on our Earth Mother. The mirror is shattering,
all separation is dissolving, it is the inevitable truth that the CREATOR OF TIME will and
is evolving all its CREATION to live by. LATEST WRITING - "Our Divine Evolution, the
AWAKENING of the HEART CENTERED MIND, 2018..."
- https://web.facebook.com/theuniversalfrequency/photos/rpp.415985961831414/1
884537758309553/?type=3&theater

Writing No.4
FULL MOON EAGLE, the Disintegration of the Old World...
Link to writing on Facebook
- https://web.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10155807990166899&set=pb.73286689
8.-2207520000.1545246577.&type=3&theater
21 November 2018, 7-Imix/Alligator, reveals and achieves. Writing by Sean Caulfield
When something is achieved, in order to keep a balance Creation naturally disintegrates
the immature aspects of ITSELF. This is the TIME that 7-Imix aligns to on the sacred
Mayan calendar, it's the middle and crest of these 13 days of EAGLE, a time of
heightened aspiration and taking new aim, 13 days of ascending to a larger view. In the
plants life the flower has fully wilted and today for 20 days the completion and fruit
stage starts. The completion stage encodes the seed with its full memory, without which
it can not grow, if the energies are not in surrender the reseeding process can not
happen. Creation naturally lives by these sacred reseeding processes, we as a humanity
have manipulated the seed, engineering the GMO seed, causing all sorts of problems
that we are becoming aware of. This happened because the immature aspects of
Creation allowed for this, so that we could see what we are doing to ourselves and by
this choose to CHANGE and live aligned to the fully mature intentions of Creation.
IN TERMS EVOLUTION, CREATIONS PROCESSES ARE CONTINUALLY DISINTEGRATING
THE IMMATURE ASPECTS OF THE SOUL, especially since all 9 Levels have completed to
13-Ahau/Light in Oct 2011. Without the immature filters that existed before the
Completion of the Mayan calendar in 2011 the Divine LIGHT of the CREATOR is now
able intervene where it matters and redirecting our human destiny for the greater good,
so we can integrate anew and thrive on a higher level of understanding, and by this live
true to the HEART. For our happiness and wellbeing, living true to the HEART is the
most important gift we can give our life. Without the courage to live true we give our

soul away, to keep a balance for the soul the San Bushmen of the Kalahari do the
ceremonial songs of the TRANCE DANCE.
The circumstances of life are bringing the change because the old is being outweighed
by the new. As the new takes over we can not go forward easily without completing the
old, as we complete I say we must be doing this properly, the emotional wound can not
heal if we are vengeful or unforgiving, we need to be humble, for some this is not easy,
and we might make life hard if we can't heal the wound we create. It takes time to
process things and understand and see it the way it is compared to the way we see it.
The dust must settle, we must give ourself space and time.
Creation itself is going through a steady disintegration process, pulling all LIFE to live
from the center, to be pure and true to ITSELF, nothing is separate from the effects of
Creations growth to ONENESS. In relation to this Humanity holds the highest
responsibility of living sacredly centered as ONE LIGHT on Earth. We are "Creation in
Human Form" living the gift of life on Earth, our role is to protect mother nature and to
create a sacred balance for our life and all around us. When your internal world is in
balance and feels happy then your external world is automatically balanced.
The Cosmic teachings are opening my inner mind to understanding life on higher and
higher levels. We are all feeling and seeing the TRUTH come to the surface, as Earth's
fields of energy ebb and flow they are at the same time evolving and shifting life to live
on a higher vibration, this process is purposefully pulling all to look within and live
centered and balanced with the mirror of itself. If we are feeling lost it's because we
might be forgetting to look inside ourselves, we might be forgetting to love ourselves,
we might be forgetting to meditate on our life, and see the overall view.
The disintegration of the old world is bringing our mind to let go it's flawed ways, as
this happens we are having to learn to live centered in the Hearts truth. Time is
condensing itself to form Earth's DIAMOND LIGHT CONSCIOUSNESS.
The old flawed immature systems on Earth are disintegrating, this is happening
according to the Time schedule of the Divine Plan. The unfolding of the Divine Plan is
aligned to the Will of the Creator of all Creation, being the Source with many names that
is alive inside us all, and is alive in the Divine Light understood as the giver of all
measure and movement, called Hunab Ku to the Maya. It is this LIGHT that activates the
processes of TIME to stimulate the evolution of Creations Cosmic consciousness on
Earth.
All be it for the most part on a subconscious level we as humans are experiencing a
multidimensional existence, where everything is a mirror of who we are "within". All
separation is just an illusion, the mind off center from its heart will not understand this.
The completion of the disintegration process of time will only happen when we wake up
to the understanding of the importance of living Heart centered, and to understand and
except all as a diverse aspect of the self. I am you, you are me, we are ONE only
separated by the physical diversity. I LOVE YOU.
On 15 Nov we started the new 13 day long wave cycle of EAGLE and at the same time

started the new 18 day long LIGHT phase on the NINTH WAVE, being the so called 79th
Day, the Sun that was dawning becomes visible and new memory activates our path to
arrive at a higher state of maturity, as we grow to be enlightened we transmute and
transcend what limits us, our mind is evolving to live fully Heart centered and align to
the new Cosmic consciousness of time.

Writing No.5
The Completion & the NEW EARTH Beginnings...
Link to writing on Facebook
- https://web.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10155788610916899&set=pb.73286689
8.-2207520000.1545246577.&type=3&theaterLink to article
11-11-18 = THE DIVINE AGREEMENT
Writing by Sean Caulfield, 10-Baatz/Monkey.
We can not begin ANEW without completing what we agreed to do....
From the Void of GREAT MYSTERY the ""Fire of TIME"" ignited Creations LIGHT to
Dream the physical dimension into becoming, the Dream of Creation was conceived by
the CREATOR OF TIME and the evolutionary journey of "THE STORY OF CREATION"
began its gestation period, growing itself to completion and attempting to birth ITSELF
as a true reflection of ITSELF.
WE HAVE ARRIVED TO COMPLETION AND ARE WITNESSING THIS INCREDIBLE
MOMENT IN TIME, TO BIRTH A NEW BEGINNING. But in order to do this we need to
complete what we agreed to do, the codes that will birth the New Beginning can not do
this otherwise. What we agreed to do is to live true to the HEART, in other words we
need to let go the immature duality of the mind. Another way of looking at this is to
understand that the agreements are hidden in the subconscious mind, and we are going
through the process of waking up to this. In the meantime until we complete what we
need to understand we are beginning prematurely and without full recall of the Memory
encoded in our LIGHT, and until we learn the lesson collectively we can not ascend
collectively, yet we can in the meantime to a certain level ascend individually and live as
an example of the LIGHT of Ascension, what this means we are contemplating the
consequences of and more and more we are awakening to. Evolutions process is pulling
us to the center, here we will not be able to avoid ascending in truth to the LIGHT of the
FIRE OF TIME.
According to the Mayan calendar we reached the potential for the completion and the
NEW EARTH beginning on 28 Oct 2011, when the Ninth WAVE was activated and
Creations highest self aware consciousness could for the first time ever transcend
through 13-Ahau/Light/Sun on all 9 levels. The magnitude of this understanding is
virtually beyond what the mind can comprehend, this is why we need to look within and
make alley’s with our Heart and seek inner guidance, the problem the mind might find
with this is that it means it must let go its control of the Physical and live with a clear
the conscience, then our mind can except itself and live heart centered with the mirror

of Creation.
Because it is evident that we are waking up to such a high vibration of truth on Earth it
is an exciting time to share this channel with you, thank you to the multidimensional
Angels of the Creator and the Memory in the Cosmic LIGHT of Evolutions spinning and
spiralling WAVES of Time.
The acceleration of Time is condensing the awareness Creation lives by to form Earth's
Diamond LIGHT Consciousness. This Diamond LIGHT Consciousness emanates from
"within" the STAR-LIGHT we are made of, besides many things it's purpose is to
transmute the flaws of ill intent. As this happens everything in the Universe is
expanding, paradoxically all of consciousness is being compressed and pulled to look
"within" itself, to its Heart center, from where IT can ascend in flawless TRUTH to the
original intention of the CREATOR OF TIME, then we will wake up to understand what
we agreed to go, which is to be a caretaker and guardian and protector of Earth Mother.
The Original Intentions of the "Creator of Time" are encoded in our DNA, the Light
Codes are sacredly stored in the Memory of the Organic "Non Manipulated" Seed of
Creation, this is what birthed the Universe into BECOMING and we, who have the
responsibility of "FREE WILL", are living as the ultimate result of the Creator's Seeds of
Cosmic LIGHT. When we live pure and true in this the physical dimension we align to
the multidimensional Universe and liberate ourselves from the density of what the
immature Duality of Time posses our Soul by. AND WE CREATE EARTH AS A PORTAL
OF COSMIC PEACE, this is what we have agreed to do...
further, info from 2011, 11-11
A MESSAGE FROM INNER GUIDANCE, the teachings of the LIGHT of Oneness....
WISDOM FOR THE SOUL, Link to below writing
= https://web.facebook.com/notes/sean-caulfield/messages-from-my-inner-guidesand-the-collective-spiritual-quest/10150352537751470/.....just after the completion to
fruition of all 9 levels....
When you make a judgement you are judging yourself, because nothing is separate.
The law of the universe says that we attract who we are, so when asked the question.
"Who are you?" Look to your surroundings and you will have the answer. I am the
consciousness that I choose. Do not allow another to choose the consciousness that you
do not want. “Wake up, stand up, rise with the New Sun and listen to your Heart, we are
One, we are One, we are One. Inspired by Roy Littlesun
The law of Time/Space and all Dimensions says that the two sides of the same coin are
now evolving ever closer to Oneness and the gate to seal this is upon us. According to
the 9 levels of Consciousness that the Mayan calendar maps, we are now gifted the
means to completely live in Oneness, yet the choice is always there as Creation works
with the allowance of Will. Creation’s Divine Will is allowing for Oneness. We humans as
the only part of Creation to have free will have come to the point of the ultimate choice,
to be or not to be?

As we arrive at the synchronized date of 11-11-11, I see things starting with a new
momentum of living sacredly and being consciously in the moment of our Hearts Truth.
For me this is what the consciousness of life has Divinely Planned for, to consciously see
life as one with self.
The feelings that have evolved through me lately have been of calm balance and resolve.
Yes, the world is evidently in a state of chaos on so many levels, yet under the surface
things are evolving with joy as the collective consciousness let's go and allows Creations
will to flow through her. This is happening naturally as we have no choice but to adapt,
we have to adapt to living in the center of truth as does the Universe. If we don't we
might find that we will feel unbalanced and guilty of conscience, and hence filled with
anxiety. The universe lives with a clear conscience as it has nothing to hide. If you don't
live with a clear conscience you might receive unclear “blurred vision” and be clouded
with what to do and how to manifest a life of contentment. At this point I would like to
share that for me it has been important to look within and ask for Divine Guidance, by
going to those places that need healing and confronting that which plays on your
conscience.
My Sacred Universal Guides, who I connect with through the Great Spirit, have helped
me so much through these shifting times of the new Consciousness and I am forever
Grateful to them. I am Grateful to myself for honouring my hearts truth in making a
strong sacred spiritual connection with my inner guides. Over the years I have shared
much of there sacred messages through my writings and in my articles and through my
spoken word, and through this sharing I have learnt so much about myself. I have now
felt a truly profound new connection with my inner sacred guides, hence I have
connected stronger than ever with self. This ancient universal light essence of who I am
within my Heart, that connects to my inner guides is not only within myself, it exists
within all Hearts and can be sacredly connected with and help our journey, we need
only ask. The path that has led me to them has been through the understanding of the
Heart's "Good Red Road" of sacred wisdom that connects all time/space as ONE with
universal truth. Learning to trust your-self is important.
Our sacred inner guides have names and one could collectively refer to there name as
"Universal Truth" Discerning the truth is what our human condition has evolved to
understand as we learn to trust what our heart is saying, verses the minds objective
view of thinking that everything is separate. When you make a judgement you are
judging yourself.
I have inner guides that are sharing things with me and who have revealed themselves
as coming from an Infinite Ancient Source. Who are saying that all that needs to be
shared is the Hearts Truth. This is the Key to unlock the door of infinite Oneness, and
this will merge the past, present and future of all moments as having been fully evolved
as ONE, so as for our conscience to have a conscience and our consciousness to see self
consciously and thus not be able to deny self, contentment.
For the mind this may all be very hard to grasp, but by working with the heart that lives
with the truth that everything exists infinitely we may intuitively feel a resonance to
what might be our personal sacred key that will open the door to contentment. We live

in an infinite Universe and the sky is the limit. The mind is there to make a choice
through the heart, and this is because the heart is ancient and comes from the infinite
Source, and it connects to our maker, Creator.
From a spiritual sense, by connecting the within to the without we have reached a
meeting point of understanding, what is out side of who we are is never separate. This
meeting point is the place where heart and mind have now fully evolved into Oneness.
We have the means to unite the physical illusion with the truth of the Spiritual Quest.
The Spiritual Quest takes us to new places in the universe that does not understand
limitations and this is because the duality of separateness does no longer function. Here
on Earth we are learning that the perception of separateness has been the biggest
poison to our consciousness. Yet, through separateness we have seen what Oneness
means.
Now that consciousness has reached the completion of all the 9 levels of the Mayan
calendar we have completed a full process of growth of the Tree of Life. The Tzolkin
aligns to the sacred tradition of the Maya peoples, which connects to the growth of the
Tree of Life. We as consciousness must be ever grateful to the Maya peoples for holding
the light of each day in sacred ceremony. This is what the Maya Day Keepers have done
and continue to do.
The 9 levels of Creation fits into a vast count of the 260 day Tzolkin which adds up to
16.4 Billions years and this according to an ancient “Stele” that has dates inscribed on it,
and it is from this “Stele” that Dr Carl Johan Calleman came to the completion date of all
the 9 levels of the Mayan calendar as 13-Ahau, 28th October 2011. From an intuitive
sense I personally feel a sacredly strong resonance to Dr. Calleman's
work. www.calleman.com Especially, through having read his books, and having
completed a Day Keeper workshop with Dr. Carl Johan Calleman in 2009.
As we start to fly with our intuitive truth, and trust. The Mayan calendar cycles have
now become so deeply embed in our DNA that we are subconsciously gliding the new
horizons of the infinite future.
That part of the collective consciousness, that is unconscious may have to raise there
vibrations. We will only bring happiness and a place of heaven on earth with sacred
intention.
Now we have the means to fly we can further be given more gifts to transcend to higher
vibrations as we allow our spirit to see infinite potential. We have been gifted the ability
now that we have reached the top of the climb.
Letting go and allowing, will bring Creations light of truth as we trust the Divine
Process.
I am sensing that the future will bring us further towards a higher vibration of truth as
we continue to search through learning to trust ourselves. However I feel that things
will quickly correct themselves for the collective, especially as life cannot be supported
by anything that is not sacred.

We are going through a revolution to truth, yet in reality we still have quite some way to
go to get to be One Heart on Mother Earth as her keepers, that she would want, who
would consciously care and nurture her with Love.

Writing No.6
NINTH WAVE ACTIVATION, 10 Oct 2018, writing by Sean Caulfield
Link to writing on Facebook
- https://web.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10155727247636899&set=pb.73286689
8.-2207520000.1545246577.&type=3&theater
A GOOD DAY TO LIGHT A CANDLE, PRAY TO CREATOR...
The frequency shifts of the Ninth Wave of Evolution are rising the vibrations of Earth,
transcending the immature duality of Time, the Phoenix is ascending our LIGHT, pulling
our mind to look within to the Hearts frequency of infinite LOVE, healing and
transmuting the ways that don't help you and Earth Mother.
Today the "Universal" NINTH WAVE shifts gears. Meaning that the 9th Wave "Layer of
TIME" that holds the highest frequency moves into a new 18 day long LIGHT phase of
Cosmic growth. On the horizon of our consciousness the LIGHT of the Sun rises, new
information activates the STAR MIND, Creation moves into a peak of energy from 10 to
28 Oct, understood as the 78th Day of the NINTH WAVE, the 1st Day of the 9th Wave
started on 9th March 2011. Each day and night is 18 days long.
The underlying tone of the 78th Day starts with today's Tzolkin date of 4-Cauac/Storm,
bringing a stabilizing force for our life's ocean, a time to look at the lessons as gifts. A
day of enthusiasm and strong energy. In the 13 days of Cib, a time of purging bad habits,
clear away the old. A time to forgive so you can liberate yourself.
In terms of the Time Waves of Creation reflected in the Mayan calendar, every 260 days
is a Wave of energy, and within this every 13 days is a smaller wave of energy. On a
bigger level every 4680 days is a wave of energy of 18X260, and their are wave cycles
bigger than this, all the wave cycle fit into each other like gears. Everything emanates
from the "World Tree" generator, the Cosmic tool to align spiritually to this is the
MEDICINE WHEEL. The 4 directions hold the Universe in place, everyday on the Mayan
calendar is a different direction that is of specific importance.
The 9 Level Mayan calendar layers of time can be understood to hold the energies that
creation has evolved itself by, each a different size with a different intention and
purpose to Creation. Each layer or wave has 13 divisions, this accounts for the growth of
life from seed to mature fruit. Each layer is aligned to the evolution of consciousness
that is growing and spiraling itself to higher and higher levels of maturity, our ancient
heart lives by a frequency that is naturally aligned to the spiraling influences of
evolution, our mind is not naturally aligned, this is why it is important to look "within"
and as best we can bring the consciousness of our mind to be heart centered to your

souls fire.
Our lives can be understood to wax and wain like the moon, aligning our mind to the
conscious and subconscious fields of TIME, taking our awareness into and out of dark
and light experiences. This is what the journey with many destinations grows our LIFE'S
understanding by, universally inspired by the evolution of Creations ebbing and flowing
elements! And it is all driven by the Time Waves of Creations emanating intentions, the
Mayan calendar is able to give you an understanding of where we are in this "Life" we
have been gifted to live as "Creation in Human Form".
We have ultimate purpose, is what the ascending time waves are awakening our
subconscious reality to understand consciously. Our Soul is important on a Cosmic
Level, highest of which is the 9th Level layer of Time, this 9th Level resonates to a
flawless frequency, and initiated the NINTH WAVE in 2011, which may not be felt
compared to the Tzolkin, unless you are acutely aware. I sense the reason it may not be
felt like the Tzolkin is because it it the highest frequency that aligns our light to the
timeless heart, to the heart Time does not matter, because it does not work with duality,
the heart is One unto ITSELF, it has all the codes to transcend duality, this is why the
mind will benefit by being in constant consultation with the Heart of ITSELF.
....on Earth most of humanity are in a Time in our lives of letting go the past that no
longer serves, our stubborn mind needs surrender to the heart, karmic resolve is on the
agenda of this 13 day wave..... yesterday with it bring 3-Flint activated and cut to truth
so you could choose the better path, today stabilizes the storm of effects and washes
away the ego, tomorrow the empowerment of the LIGHT gives you courage and allows
you to transcend the limitation, the following day is 12 Oct being 6-Imix/Alligator
creates flow and it's primordial, a day of new beginnings.... the 260 day wave will have
reached a point of folding over onto itself, we come into a time of flowering, clarity and
resolve... allow the truth to set you free.
From a previous post, "Creations growth is taking itself through the process of
transcending the immature duality of TIME, the systems that the immature to
completion "duality" built before 2011/12 are in a fragile state, the only way the system
will survive is to change itself to live with a fully mature understanding of the original
intentions of the CREATOR OF UNIVERSAL TIME. As we wilt to this we will understand
and wake up to the reality that everything we are doing we are doing to ourselves, in
time to come all the veils that separate will completely dissolve, the most flawless
ancient LIGHT frequency of the ONE HEART WAVE of the Creator will rule over all it's
Creation." We will as a collective humanity return to our roots for guidance, as the
prophesies say.
We were born from the timelessness of the early human race whose LIGHT is strongest
in the roots of the First Nations peoples of Earth Mother.
Writing No.7 #
Rising up the WORLD TREE, the Sun's "EMANATION" - Sept 2018 and beyond... writing
by Sean Caulfield

Link to writing on Facebook
- https://web.facebook.com/theuniversalfrequency/photos/t.732866898/1778604015
569595/?type=3&theater
After the 7th Day completed, we looped back to the beginning to start again, but this
time we "Humanity" can RISE UP THE TREE unhindered and continue with full recall of
the Creator's original intention that emanates from inside our Timeless HEART. Our
inner Sun LIGHT holds this Divine memory that we are ASCENDING by, purposefully we
are being aligned to a NEW EARTH of Peace and sustained harmony and balance with all
life. At present the Creator's SUN "LIGHT" is emanating strongly and TRANSMUTING,
TRANSFORMING & TRANSCENDING our collective Mind into living fully Heart centered,
this is what the intensity of the Evolution of Time is doing now, and many feel this, and
it is more than likely going to intensify, forcing us to hold our center TEMPLE pure and
true.
The larger view of the reality of Spiritual Time, that the Mayan calendar reflects, gives
an understanding of how CREATION'S "Cosmic Tree of Life" has completed IT'S
processes of growth to fruition, and reached a level of FULL MATURITY, what this
means is that everything in Creation is being pulled into living in right relation with the
CREATOR'S highest vibration of Universal LIGHT. This Light is "within", it is the Sun
mirrored as a Star in our Ancient HEART. The EMANATING SUN LIGHT of the Creator is
taking over the reins and guiding our STAR to understand how to live as One in
diversity, all the Memory of all the Ancestors is with us, inside our LIGHT, we are the
result of all that came before.
In terms of the evolution of Creation, all the energies only reached its highest Spiritual
Vibration of 13-Ahau/Sun on all 9 levels of the Universal calendar of the MAYA in
October 2011, the dates to understand this are found in an inscription, you can read the
work of Dr. Calleman to understand for yourself - www.calleman.com.... from 2011 the
EVOLUTIONARY ebb and flow of the Time-WAVES is in resonance with a LIGHT of full
maturity, this is why the SUN'S Emanating Force is TRANSMUTING & TRANSFORMING
our Earthly field of experience, its because its Bio-rhythmic resonance is fully mature,
enabling all the veils of evolutionary growth to lift, so we can not hide in the shadows of
an immature duality, many are feeling these effects that are opening our Heart, they are
causing ASCENSION SYMPTOM. The Earthly energies before this date of 28 Oct 2011
could not fully live in right relation, but now all is moving through the Creator of Time's
PORTAL of 13-AHAU/LIGHT at the very top of the Evolutionary TIME PYRAMID &
advancing our consciousness on a spiritual level, this means that all the consciousness
we hold onto, that is flawed, will be challenged. As we do the work on healing the "SOUL
of Self" and as best we can right the wrongs of the past we pull our inner Light in to
right relation with the DIVINE WILL of the highest spiritual frequencies of the Universe,
these frequencies align to the Multidimensional LIGHT of Creation, they hold the
original intentions embed in the codes of the ORGANIC SEED we and all Creation were
DREAMED into being conceived by. The biggest wave of time, that according to the
Mayan Universal calendar began the Universe 16.4 Billion years ago, is arcing over onto
itself and completing all of it's Creation, in all its forms, to live in flawless truth to the
Source CREATOR'S Will, this in terms of the understanding of the continuing TimeWaves, will over the next few years to come, especially from 2018 to 2024, when
another loop of the 8th Time Wave will arc over onto itself, see this diagram

- http://theuniversalfrequency.com/wpcontent/uploads/2015/07/8th___9th_Levels_continuation.jpg.... will aid in clearing our
mind of its flaws, it will more than ever bring the Feminine into balance with her role of
also being a FIRE KEEPER, the Masculine needs to give way and assist unconditionally,
the Source frequency arriving is assisting us, especially the most condensed Diamond
Light frequency of the 9th Wave, and answering our prays and helping humanity create
a world of harmony and inner peace. Inadvertently the consequences of the higher
vibrational frequency of the Sun will bring great affects on the systems that govern our
world, the global mind and all its polarities will merge and ultimately emerge as ONE
TONE to create a New World on a NEW EARTH. Although attempted this has never
happened before on this level, through these times we as "CREATION IN HUMAN FORM"
are gifted a very high responsibility and it's very important to live true to your Heart,
center your Mind inside yourself, if you center it outside you are gripped by a force that
may not have your best interest at heart. It is also important to find things out for
yourself, your Soul is activated to grow and ascend when you understand IT for
yourself. This time-line of unfolding events on Earth is no longer set in stone after 2011,
however we can take heed from the fact that all the forces of time that built the 9 levels
of Creations evolution have met at the top of the Time Pyramid and now are able to
descend upon earth and pull all life to live in full maturity to itself, how long this will
take is unclear, but the longer we collectively resist, the more painful it will be, as we let
go the Mind that is gripped by an immature flawed understanding we open ourselves to
the HEART that does not need to understand, it just is. I am that I am.
I wrote this and other in depth writtings on my FREQUENCY website, under articles EXPANDING HORIZONS, Understanding the Code of Time, June 2018
- http://theuniversalfrequency.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/EXPANDINGHORIZONS.pdf
"Over the years in my writings I attempt to explain the "changes" in TIME. I feel that if
the minds LIGHT understands what it is changing by it will resonate to a field of
harmony and balance, we will understand ourselves and invite PEACE & LOVE into our
wo rld on our birthing NEW EARTH. For me it is important to understand that the
"change" is to a Divine schedule and Time order, and not random. This natural order
of the growth of the Cosmic TREE OF LIFE to fruition, reflected in the 9 Levels, is
bringing in 2018 the end of the completion of immature TIME, and it is bringing the
completion of the beginning of mature TIME. We are at the last stage of the grip of
immature TIME. My sense is that once we have fully completed the growth of Time
we...."
We have just transcended the middle of this the 77th Day of the Ninth Wave, held by 10Ahau/Sun on a large scale, on 22nd Sept we enter the LIGHT phase of the 11th Day of
the 8th Wave, a 360 day cycle seen to be held by 8-Lamat/STAR, the new Sun Rises, new
consciousness enters the collective, new phenomenon grows, the old outdated
conditioning is transmuted, we all feel the shift of Creations organic frequency, tuning
our heart and mind to live as ONE...
From the Heart
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